
The Western Exchange Fire & Marine Insurance Co. 
(1855-1857) Omaha City, N.T. 

Nebraska Territory’s First “Lynx Rufus” 
        by Marv Wurzer 

....all through the [eighteen] fifties the [Nebraska Territory] legislative 
body was of such a nature that at any time muscle was liable to become a 
factor in legislation, and the “revolver to serve as a representative of the 
people.”  A Territory so governed was certainly a congenial habitat for the 
financial lynx rufus.1 

The First Legislature of the new Nebraska Territory convened next 
door to a saloon in Omaha City in January of 1855. A special act of 
incorporation brought into existence The Western Exchange Fire and 
Marine Insurance Co. (“Western Exchange”), the Territory’s first bank and 

the first of the Territory’s infamous lynx rufus or “wild-cat” banks.  

Bribery was charged in the securing of their charters, rascality was obvious 
in the management of most of them, and a sort of epidemic cholera infantum 
destroyed them all before any of them had celebrated its third birthday.2 

Nominally an insurance company, Western Exchange was “a banking establishment in 
disguise”3 and was the only issuing “bank” to come into existence out of the Territory’s 
First Legislature.4  It was the Territory’s first and only bank until five more wild-cats were 
“littered” in early 1856 during the next legislative session.  Despite its deceptive name, it 
never sold an insurance policy. Some well-known men were associated with Western 
Exchange.  Thomas Benton, a nephew of Senator Thomas Benton of Missouri, was 
president.  Leroy Tuttle was Cashier and A.U. Wyman was Assistant Cashier and Teller, both 
men later to serve in the U.S. Department of the Treasury.   

The charter granted to Western Exchange on March 16, 1855, not only authorized it to 
insure fire and marine risks (which it never used), but also authorized Western Exchange to 
“receive deposits and issue certificates therefor.”5  Thus Western Exchange could not and did not 
issue notes but rather certificates of deposit.  These “certificates” were issued in denominations 
of $1, $2, $3, $5, $10 and $20 and were basically bearer certificates.6  For example, the $20 note 
provided that “The Western Exchange Fire & Marine Insurance Co. Will pay to bearer on 
demand TWENTY DOLLARS Deposited by [name of depositor].” 

Each $1, $2, $3, and $5 issued 
certificate was signed by Thomas H. 
Benton, Jr., “Pres.” and L.R. Tuttle, 
“Sec.” Each of these four certificates 
are considered scarce (R4).7  The $10 
and $20 certificates were signed by 
Benton as “President” and by Tuttle 
as “Cashier,” and are considered 
extremely rare (R7).8  The dates of 
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issuance of all certificates were written on all of the notes rather than preprinted.  A few of the 
notes also have the word “KEWANEE” stamped in red vertically on the face, and some 
reportedly have “Kewanee” written in longhand on the face.9  For an example of the Kewanee 
stamp (vertically below the last “E” in “EXCHANGE”), see the $5 note appearing below.  

Understanding the pedigree 
of Western Exchange requires 
understanding a bit about the 
banking history of the neighboring 
state of Iowa, located on the 
territory’s eastern border.  From 
1839 until 1857, Iowa 
constitutionally prohibited the 
existence of issuing banks.  But its 
neighboring states of Illinois, 
Indiana, and Wisconsin had adopted 
“free banking” (basically unregulated bank formations with little or no reserve) which 
flooded Iowa with “wild-cat” notes.  To evade redemptions, these issuing banks were often 
located in hard to find locations accessible only to “wild-cats.”10  The more inaccessible the 
issuing bank, the better the location.  A 19th century Iowa historian wrote: 

From 1845 to 1858 … we were the dumping ground of all the “wild-cat” banks of 
other States, and were doing business with their financial driftwood, the poorest 
and most worthless currency in circulation;  we were powerless because we were 
prohibited by the constitution from establishing banks of our own….  Under this 
state of affairs it was conceived by some of our business men that if such currency 
had to be used, they might as well make and issue it themselves if they could find 
a place where it could be done. One was soon found. …Nebraska….11 

The Nebraska Territory was largely a wilderness in the mid-1850s, still inhabited by 
native tribes - a perfect place to raise lynx rufus. 

Nebraska opened up a magnificent field for this kind of business. There were no railroads 
within hundreds of miles, and travel by way of the Missouri River was too uncertain and 
consumed too much time to give the note issuers much concern or anxiety.12 

Bankers, primarily from the Mississippi River side of Iowa, sought to evade Iowa’s 
constitutional prohibition and capitalize on the demand of currency starved Iowans. The Western 
Exchange Fire and Marine Insurance Co. was the first of these banks.  Its roster of officers and 
shareholders clearly indicate its Iowa heritage.   After its charter was granted in early 1855, 

Western Exchange wasted no time in getting its certificates 
distributed throughout Iowa.  Within a year, Western Exchange 
had more certificates in circulation in Iowa than any other 
banking organization.  In early 1856, it moved into Omaha’s 
first brick building built in 1855 by Jesse Lowe, Omaha’s first 
Mayor.  Lowe’s signature as Mayor appears on City of Omaha 
scrip (see article in January/February 2014 issue of Paper 
Money), all issued in 1857 and considered yet another Nebraska 
wild-cat issue.   
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The Personalities Behind Western Exchange 
Issued and signed notes have a three-dimensional quality not found in one-dimensional 

remainder notes.   To borrow a phrase from a legendary currency collector, they are “history in 
your hand.”13 The signatures on issued notes are gateways to previously little known stories 
associated with the times and context of the note.   

Thomas H. Benton, Jr.  
The signature of Thomas H Benton, Jr., President appears 

on all issued certificates of Western Exchange.  He was also an 
incorporator, a member of the Board of Directors and a shareholder 
through his interest in the firm of Greene, Weare & Benton.  As the 
nephew and namesake of Thomas H. Benton, the famous U.S. 
Senator from Missouri, he was politically well connected.   His 
uncle was known as “Old Bullion” (ironically because of his 
opposition to the use of paper currency), and one of the subjects of 
John F. Kennedy’s Profiles in Courage. The Senator was a strong 
advocate for westward expansion, including into the Nebraska 
Territory.  The younger Benton is said to have lacked the “dignity 
and majesty” of his uncle.  However, like his uncle, he did not lack 
self esteem: “If he has done anything, he does not affect modesty 

and refuse to let it be known.”14  Benton’s cousin (and the Senator’s daughter) Jessie Fremont, 
was the wife of explorer and adventurer John C. Fremont, who in 1856 was the first U.S. 
Republican presidential candidate.15  Given his family’s adventurist history, it is no surprise that 
the well-known Benton would lead the foray of Iowa bankers into the new western territory.  He 
was not, nor did he become, a Nebraskan.  He was an Iowan:  a state senator serving in Iowa’s 
first General Assembly in 1846; State Superintendent of Public Instruction for Iowa in 1848; 
elected Secretary of the Iowa Board of Education in 1858; commissioned a Colonel in the 29th 
Iowa Volunteer Infantry in 1862, and later, after having his horse shot out from under him in 
battle, made a brevet Brigadier General for gallant conduct during the Civil War. 

Leroy R. Tuttle 
The signature of Leroy R. Tuttle, Cashier, appears on all 

issued certificates of Western Exchange.   Tuttle began his 
banking career at the Mohawk Valley Bank in New York before 
migrating to the Nebraska Territory in 1855. He was not only 
the cashier of Western Exchange, but he was also an 
incorporator, 10% shareholder, a member of the Board of 
Directors and Secretary.16   He was also active with Thomas H. 
Benton, Jr., in the Sulphur Springs Land Company, formed to 
develop a town called Saratoga, adjacent to Omaha.  The 
company’s goal was to take advantage of the lot sale fever 
which existed in the Nebraska Territory in 1855-1856. 
However, that company soon failed.   One of his partners in the 
venture said that Tuttle “talks large for me, and if one half he 
tells me turns out right I shall be satisfied.”17  In late 1856, he 
also joined, for a time, the Council Bluffs banking house of 
Baldwin, Dodge & Co.18   Records indicate that Tuttle was still in Omaha around 1860 when he, 
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Thomas Benton and others incorporated the Bellevue Land Claim Association, an organization 
formed to provide self-help in enforcing land claims.  In November of 1861, his service was 
requested in Washington by Francis E. Spinner (“whose hieroglyphics, resembling lithographed 
chicken-tracks in ink, ornamented the greenbacks for so long”19), who had just been appointed 
Treasurer of the U.S. by President Lincoln.  Spinner had been the executive officer of the 
Mohawk Valley Bank (N.Y.) for twenty years.  Prior to his involvement with Western Exchange, 
Tuttle “was employed in the Mohawk Valley Bank under the supervision of General Spinner, 
probably as a bookkeeper, as he was a fine penman, and an accomplished accountant.”20  In 
1866, he was appointed Assistant U.S. Treasurer by President Johnson.  He served in that 
capacity until Spinner submitted his resignation to President Grant in 1875.  

A.U. Wyman 
Although A.U. Wyman’s signature would grace U.S. 

bank notes in the latter part of the century, it did not appear 
on any Western Exchange certificates. However, his later 
prominence as U.S. Treasurer makes his involvement as the 
Assistant Cashier and Teller of Western Exchange 
noteworthy.  In the late 1840s, he was known as the swiftest 
typesetter in Wisconsin.  In the early 1850s, he traveled the 
country for a time as a journeyman printer, presumably to 
help his father who was a newspaper publisher.  In 1856, he 
arrived in Omaha and took his position with Western 
Exchange shortly after it was formed.21  In 1863, he was 
called to Washington by Leroy Tuttle to assist him in his 
duties at the Treasury Department.  Wyman rose in the ranks 
and ultimately was appointed by President Ulysses Grant in 
1876 to serve as Treasurer of the U.S.  Due to ill health, he 
relinquished this position after a year to become Assistant 
U.S. Treasurer. Then in 1883, he was again appointed U.S. 

Treasurer, this time by President Chester Arthur, and occupied that position until May of 1885. 

Other Major Personalities (Shareholders and/or Directors) in Western Exchange 

Judge George Greene:  An Iowa State Supreme Court Justice (1847-1855), he directly or 
indirectly had an interest in 60% of the stock of Western Exchange.  He was also a major 
shareholder in the Bank of Fontenelle located in Bellevue, Nebraska, another Nebraska 
Territory “wild-cat” bank.   W. W. Wyman, father of A.U. Wyman, called the Bank of 
Fontenelle “one of the most savage of the Nebraska wild-cats.”22 Greene was involved in a 
multitude of businesses and a well-respected community leader and philanthropist in the 
eastern Iowa city of Cedar Rapids.  He practiced law in Chicago during the Civil War and was 
heavily involved in banking, real estate and railroads.  

Calvin Graves: Successful banker and speculator from Cooperstown, N.Y.  He 
subsequently moved to Cedar Rapids to join his son in law, Judge George Greene, in various 
successful businesses. Later he moved back to Cooperstown and reportedly died a very wealthy 
man.23 
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John Weare, Jr.: Business partner of Judge Greene in various private banking 
enterprises, railroad projects, saw mills, and real estate.   As President of the Bank of 
Fontenelle, his signature graces all of its “wild-cat” notes.  The private banking company of 
Greene, Weare & Co. had branches in Des Moines, Sioux City, Fort Dodge, and other Iowa 
points. 

Judge Byron Rice:  Sometimes referred to as the father of the city of Des Moines, Iowa, 
he was the County Judge for Polk County, Iowa.  That position was the ruling power of the 
county, with no appeal from his judgments.  He was a lawyer and banker, being in the private 
banking firm of Greene, Weare and Rice. 

James S. Izard:  Son of Mark Izard, the Governor of the Nebraska Territory (1855-
1857), and his father’s personal secretary. Not surprisingly, Western Exchange became the 
official depository of the Territorial government and “was greatly aided by the government 
deposits under the control of the governor.”24  He left Omaha for the family home in Arkansas 
around October 28, 1857 (about a month after the bank’s collapse) having “acquired 
considerable property.” 

Jesse Williams:  A member of the firm of Henn, Williams & Co. (private bankers), he 
was a founder of the Council Bluffs and Nebraska Ferry Company, which was instrumental in 
the founding of Omaha.  He also held various positions in the pre-1848 administration of 
territorial Iowa. 

J. Smith Hooton:  Mayor of the city of Council Bluffs during 1857-1858 and also served 
as County Sheriff. 

With this roster of community leaders and well connected political leaders (a former 
Supreme Court Justice, County Judge, Mayor, County Sheriff, and the Governor’s son and 
personal secretary),  it is easy to understand why Western Exchange was called “the 
most pretentious” of the wild-cat banks.25  What could go wrong?   

Although not signatures, the 
names found handwritten in the 
blanks of the Western Exchange 
certificates, preceded by the words 
“Deposited by”, are historically 
intriguing.  On closer examination, 
all of the depositors named on the 
certificates were all shareholders.26  Their deposits were somewhat incestuously verified by 
Tuttle and Benton, who were also shareholders and were themselves often named as depositors 

on the certificates which they signed. 
Whether the funds were just accounts 
receivable or actual hard cash deposits (or 
were ever even made) is open to debate.  The 
listed depositors were all well-known men in 
the geographic area in which the certificates 
were distributed.  A Supreme Court Judge, 
Governor’s son or other man of worth as a 
depositor of funds was a celebrity 
endorsement as to the certificate’s worth. 
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September of 1857  --  The Collapse 
The Panic of 1857 flushed out the emperor into the town square where everyone saw he 

had no clothes.  Western Exchange was undercapitalized while unregulated in its issuance of 
certificates. Business began for Western Exchange after $50,000 of its $500,000 capitalization 
was subscribed (not paid).  There was “no provision for a fixed specie reserve, nor any guard 
against individual rascality or incompetency.”27 Currency was issued without any check 
or security.   Although required by statute, neither Western Exchange nor any other wild-cat 
ever filed an annual report.  Statutory violations went unchecked and without penalty as will 
be seen below.  On September 23, 1857, a little over two years after its charter had been issued, 
Western Exchange was forced to close its doors and its certificates descended into worthlessness.  

The words “Stockholders Individually Responsible” appearing at the bottom of each 
certificate had little meaning.  In fact, the statement should have read “Certificate Holders 
Individually Responsible” since they ultimately shouldered the liability of the worthless 
certificates.  As reflected from the roster of men above, the stockholders were men of substance 
and continued to be so even after the collapse.  A particularly seedy event happened just prior 
to the collapse of Western Exchange and other wild-cat banks.  Overwhelmingly made up 
of lawyers and lawmakers from Iowa, the First Nebraska Territorial Legislature in 1855 adopted 
the then existing Iowa Civil Code almost in its entirety and much of the Iowa Crimes and 
Criminal Procedure Code.  The Third Nebraska Territorial Legislature in early 1857 repealed 
the Crimes and Criminal Procedure Code “at the insistance of a former Iowa man and enacted 
nothing in its place ….  As a result, the then territory had neither a crimes act nor any 
procedure for the punishment of offenses.  Some say that this was for the benefit of the 
fraudulent bankers ….”28 The severe penalties imposed by the Code were now gone.  
Needless to say, this was a rather convenient occurrence, a “Get Out of Jail Free” card for 
the wild-cat banks and their officers, directors, and stockholders. 

Activities and statements following the closing of Western Exchange leave one to wonder 
what each of the personalities knew and what was gained by each.  Leroy Tuttle had supposedly 
come back from New York to help the bank make good on its certificates. The October 15, 1857, 
issue of the Nebraska Advertiser (a Brownville, Nebraska newspaper) published a notice card 
over the signature of Leroy R. Tuttle in which Tuttle: 

…"made a statement of the affairs of the bank to the bankers and citizens of Omaha
which, he is assured, is entirely satisfactory to them; and that in addition to the assets 
which of themselves were sufficient to meet the liabilities of the bank, he had placed in 
the hands of the trustee securities equal in amount, “for the further safety of depositors 
and the outstanding circulation.”  Mr. Tuttle hoped to place the bank on its former 
footing.  This card is followed by a statement from Enos Lowe [one of Omaha’s leading 
men who presided over Iowa’s 1846 Constitutional Convention], John A. Parker, 
and Albert U. Wyman, trustees that “not a doubt exists in our minds that the assets will 
greatly exceed the liabilities.  But in addition, property to the amount of nearly $80,000, 
at a low valuation, has already been conveyed for the benefit of the creditors every one 
of whom, we confidently believe, will be satisfied in less than ninety days.”  Depositors 
and note-holders are therefore advised that they “should not make a sacrifice of one 
cent.”  This is followed by a further statement over the signatures of [a long list of local 
bankers and politicians] that Mr. Tuttle’s showing was entirely satisfactory, and that the 
securities which he had made over, in addition to the assets of the bank, were amply 
sufficient for the safety of all creditors. (Emphasis added.)"29 
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One has to wonder how any of these statements could be made three weeks after the bank 
had failed since they were so far off the mark.  The only hard assets Western Exchange 
possessed were $191.30.  Two years later, an editorial in the Dakota City Herald of September 
10, 1859, tallied up the losses to the public.  It made no mention of any gallant effort by anyone 
to reimburse the losses. 

Hundreds were made bankrupt by their failures, and swindles, and every one in the 
country suffered more or less, and to this more than to any other fact are we indebted for 
the present hard times in Nebraska. 

The following is about the amount the people have been swindled out of … as near as 
ever could be ascertained:  

Western Exchange Bank …….. $150,000 [possibly the largest loss generated by a 
Nebraska wild-cat bank and a loss to be matched a few months later by the Bank of 
Fontenelle, another wild-cat bank controlled by Greene, Weare & Co.].30 

The participation of Tuttle and statements of Wyman in the Western Exchange failure 
(e.g., “not a doubt exists in our minds that the assets will exceed the liabilities”) are a 
bit disconcerting. Tuttle is praised in several accounts for his voluntarily putting “up his 
entire private property to secure the issues of the bank, remaining until its affairs were 
entirely liquidated,” and “did all he could toward paying the bank’s obligations.”31  As 
reflected above, the historical evaluation of the devastating results and extent of the Western 
Exchange failure does not match with the relatively immediate upbeat efforts and largely self-
serving statements of those who were intimately involved with its failure.   

Within a week after the failure, a local newspaper reported that Western Exchange had 
made an assignment of its assets “for the benefit of its creditors.”  The assignment was made for 
the reported price of $9,500 by Thomas Benton, Jr., on Western Exchange’s behalf, to Olof 
Johnson.   Johnson controlled the business interests of the Bishop Hill Colony of Galva, Illinois, 

a Swedish immigrant village 
founded as a utopian 
community in the 1850s.   

Western Exchange certificate issued 
by the Bishop Hill Colony of Illinois 
after the closing of the Omaha City 
bank and after the assignment of the 
charter.   Notice that L.R. Tuttle 
continued to provide his signature.   
Olaf Johnson, of the Bishop Hill 
Colony, signed as President. 

 ( Note:  The “original” Western Exchange certificates are often confused with those 
which have the additional preprinted words “Bishop Hill Colony” for identification of the 
depositor.  All of the Bishop Hill Colony certificates also had a preprinted date of November 2, 
1857.  These certificates were printed after the failure of Western Exchange in September of 
1857 and after the charter had been sold to the Bishop Hill Colony near Galva, Illinois.   Thus, 
the Bishop Hill Colony certificates are more correctly considered an Illinois issue, not a 
Nebraska issue.  They were printed only in $1, $2, $3, and $5 denominations.   All are very 
common (R1), even in gem condition, since very few of the Bishop Hill Colony certificates were 
placed in circulation.)32 
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Surprisingly, even after the collapse of Western Exchange, the signature of Leroy R. 
Tuttle appears on each signed certificate of the November 2, 1857, new issue of the Bishop Hill 
Colony.  One has to wonder if he was sincere in his attempts to stand behind the worthless 
certificates of Western Exchange.   Why, after returning from New York, would he then jump 
right back into the controversy by supplying his signature to the new certificates of the Bishop 
Hill Colony, the assignee of Western Exchange’s charter?  Within a few short months the Bishop 
Hill Colony bank also went bust. 

The reader is left to draw his or her own conclusions as to the level of culpability of the 
various personalities involved in Western Exchange.  J. Sterling Morton, a noted Nebraska 
historian and politician,33 probably provided the best summation of the wild-cat bank era: 

To some extent these banks were established and conducted by reputable business men 
and their bills put out to meet legitimate demand for currency; but on the other hand, to a 
great extent, they were started and operated for the primary purpose of swindling the 
community through the emission of worthless bills.34 
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